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This manual contains sessions that have been utilized by 
top youth academies from teams within the English Premier 

league, la liga,  major league soccer and US Soccer.

Within you will find actual training sessions/drills for the 
following age groups to help assist in developing your play-

ers:

• Warm-Ups
• U4-U7

• U8-U18
• Small Sided Games

Whether you coach a U5 team or one of our high school aged 
teams, this information will be without doubt, a great addi-

tion to your coaching library. If you have any questions about 
the information found within this manual, please contact the 

office. 

HELLO coach!



















U5-U7 Age Group
At such a young age, large concepts such as spacing, positioning, and broad tactical in-

structions are difficult to understand and execute. Practice sessions for those 4-7 should 
focus on technique and be a lot of fun. We want to establish a love for soccer amongst our 
participants and encourage good habits on the soccer field. Every practice should involve 

every player being active in practice with a soccer ball. Try to avoid lines and anything 
that involves a player being active without a ball. 

• Dribbling should be done under control with all parts of the foot, inside, outside top and bot-
tom. Do not chase the ball, keep it close and make it your best friend. Teach skills moves that 
can be used to get players out of trouble or to create space for themselves.

• Passing should be done with the inside of the foot at this level, a lot of your players will 
come in with kicking habits using their toes. The plant foot should be pointed at the target, and 
the passing foot should have a locked ankle that makes solid contact through the middle of 
the ball and post-contact the athlete should extend the passing foot towards their target 
to increase accuracy. The toe is the least used tool in players at all levels and should be 
circumvented. Athletes will enjoy the power it yields when they take a big swing at the ball, 
however, it yields very little accuracy and practical use in the game. 

• Receiving a pass or loose ball should involve the inside/outside of foot or the bottom of the 
foot. Players should ‘cushion’ the pass as it comes to them to gain control first. If ball is in the 
air, use the top of the thigh or the chest, try to create a platform the ball can drop to the 
players feet instead of away from them. Bending at the hips and aiming the chest upwards is 
very common. Controlling the ball is the glue that keeps the team cohesive. 

• Shooting on goal should involve the top of the soccer cleat where the laces are located, 
again with a locked ankle and plant foot pointing towards the target. Athletes should point 
toe of shooting foot at an angle towards the ground and use the top of the foot to strike 
through the middle of the ball. As coaches, the most important time of development in our soc-
cer athletes is at the 4-7 y.o.a period. Providing proper technique training and the reinforce-
ment of good habits will set our athletes up for success now and in the future. As your team 
gets closer to U7 you can begin doing more advanced games and expand from individual drills 
to more tactial team drills.























U8-U18
At this age, a majority of our players have gone through a couple seasons in our programs. Our hope is 
by the time they reach this age group they will have a strong foudnation and you can begin incorporat-
ing team based training and guide them to understand more about positions, spacial awareness and the 

attacking, transition and defending phases of play.

Included in this section:
• Team Organization (Formation options and explanations)

• Explanation of the US Soccer System of Play
• Passing

• Dribbling
• attacking
• Defending

• Heading (CAN only be practiced by those 12 years of age and older; KSYSA and USSF rule)
• Switching Play

• Passing combinations

There is a lot of information in this section and some drills will require more/less players than you 
have available. There also is a stark difference in skill levels between these age groups, appropriate-

ly make things simpler or more difficult and adjust the drill size if necessary to find what best suits 
your team. You are the coach and will have a great understanding of their abilities after a couple of 

practices.







Position Explanation Guide (Roles and Responsibilities
1. Goalkeeper: Main priority is to keep the ball out of the goal; Organize the backs/defenders; Help in 

building up the attack; First line of attack (distribution)
2. Right outside back: Defend wide attacking players; Provide cover for the 4, 5, 7, and 11; Provide bal-

ance defensively when the ball is on the opposite side; Provide width in the attack; Penetrate with 
the ball by passing or dribbling; Mobility-getting forward in the attack

3. Left outside back: Defend wide attacking players; Provide cover for the 4, 5, 7, and 11; Provide bal-
ance defensively when the ball is on the opposite side; Provide width in the attack; Penetrate with 
the ball by passing or dribbling; Mobility-getting forward in the attack

4. Right center back: Deny opposition attacking opportunities on goal; Defend the opponents forward(s) 
aka #9; Provide cover for the 2, 3, and 6 players defensively; Intercept passes, win tackles and air 
balls; Provide depth in the build up when attacking; Penetrate primarily by passing

5. Left center back: Deny opposition attacking opportunities on goal; Defend the opponents forward(s) 
aka #9; Provide cover for the 2, 3, and 6 players defensively; Intercept passes, win tackles and air 
balls; Provide depth in the build up when attacking; Penetrate primarily by passing

6. Defensive center midfielder: Holding midfielder Intercept passes and win tackles; Protect the four 
backs by “screening” Aid the back four and midfielders in building up; Penetrate by passing and drib-
bling; Pressure ball to deny penetration

7. Right winger: Provide width in attack; Penetrate in wide areas to create scoring opportunities; Help 
the #2 and #3 defensively in wide areas; Penetrate by passing, dribbling, and shooting; Pressure ball 
higher up the field defensively in wide areas; Serve crosses or dribble centrally to create

8. Center midfielder: Box to Box midfielder Connect players in possession; “Organizing” midfielder de-
fensively; Provide cover for the 6 and 10 defensively; Penetrate by passing, dribbling, and shooting; 
Offer passing options for teammates

9. Center forward: Score goals Provide length in attack (stretch the field); Defending higher up the 
field to “steer” the opposition; Penetrate by passing, dribbling, and shooting; Adept in “holding” the 
ball up to allow teammates to advance; Adept in playing with their back to the goal

10. Attacking center midfielder: “The Playmaker”; Create scoring opportunities; Help defend the center 
of the field; Penetrate by passing, dribbling, and shooting; Connect midfield and forward lines

11. Left winger: Provide width in attack; Penetrate in wide areas to create scoring opportunities; Help 
the #2 and #3 defensively in wide areas; Penetrate by passing, dribbling, and shooting; Pressure ball 
higher up the field defensively in wide areas; Serve crosses or dribble centrally to create



Movement off the ball

How to set up a drill to coach movement
Start with a 15m x 15m grid and have a 4m x 4m x 4m equilateral triangle in the middle made up of cones.

Use five players, with one being a defender and the other four being passers/attackers.
The four players try to maintain possession, while also looking to score goals by playing the ball through 

the triangle to their teammates.
The defender is NOT allowed inside the triangle so he must be constantly working his way around the 

triangle trying to cut out the penetrating passes.
Benefits of this soccer drill

What makes this a really good soccer drill is the required movement off the ball by the attackers. On 
every pass they are moving in order to get into a better position to either make a penetrating pass or to 

receive one.
Thinking ahead to make space for the pass

The players have to be thinking ahead of the passes because it’s not good enough to just play the ball 
through the triangle, a teammate has to receive the ball for it to count.

Working hard but having fun
The game should last five minutes with each player having a one-minute turn as the defender. It gets the 

players working hard, thinking and competing while having fun trying to beat their teammates. The player 
who gives up the least number of goals on defence wins.

In the diagram, player 1 is passing to player 3 very close to the defender. The best opportunity lies in a 
pass to player 2. In this way your players have to move around the square looking and creating the best 

angles for passes.
Key soccer coaching tip: Tell your attackers not to get too close to the triangle as it cuts down the 

passing angles.



Use the whole pitch
This soccer coaching drill uses the whole of the pitch and gets young players understanding how good, accu-

rate passing and runs from the wide players can open up the pitch for a cross into the attack, creating lots of 
goal-scoring chances.

Getting players to pass the ball to each other and create 
passages of play that lead to openings in the opposition 

defence is vital to establishing a good team.

Crisp, accurate passing, combined with effective runs from 
the wide player and attackers, will carve out chances time 
after time.

You need to set up this soccer drill using half a pitch, five 
cones and a goal. Play the drill with nine outfield players 
and one goalkeeper.

Run the drill
1. The central player makes a pass out to the wide player. 
2. The wide player sets the ball back to the full back.
3. The full back plays a pass into the centre forward. 
4. The centre forward now plays the ball down the line for 

the wide player to run onto.
5. The wide player crosses for the two forwards to score.

How to rotate players in the drill
• The central player becomes the full back.
• The full back becomes the wide player.
• The wide player becomes the forward on their side of the 

pitch.
• The forward returns to the beginning and waits to become 

a central midfielder.



















































Coach,

Thank you for taking the leap to help deliver a great experience to 
our program participants. You are taking the opportunity to make 
a positive change in a childs life through a game that the world 
over is loved and enjoyed by all ages. We hope that this coaching 
manual will help you and your team find success this season. Our 
goal is to help our players become the best in the region and that 
starts with you. We want to provide you with the best information 
available to help deliver quality coaching without making you do 
all of the research. We know most parents that come through our 
doors have little soccer experience as a player or fan. Hopefully, 
this manual will give you comfortability in your new found role. 
As always, our Sunflower Soccer staff is available in the office by 
phone, email, or drop-in visits to help provide more understanding 
and guidance on developing your players.

Thank you,

Sunflower Soccer and Topeka Soccer club Staff


